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< p > familiar with Li Ning basketball products friends must not "team is" the name feel strange, 10 July 2014, Wade announced
Wade's team is established, the first batch of players including: Dwyane Wade and Udonis - Udonis Haslem and dorell Wright, Weill
Bynum, xirelijiang, and Li Ning, the company also timely launched a Li Ning Wade team is (- Wade all in team) boots, this pair of
shoes is a by the introduction will lead to hot, superior performance, eye-catching color, excellent voice, as well as the unique design
concept for this pair of shoes is acclaimed. Now we bring a new designer for the Lining Wade team is to help (LI-NING Wade All in
Team version of Mid boots). < p > in order to give more help to Wade's team, the designer in this pair of Li Ning Wade team still help
Version (- Wade all team mid) upper using our most common synthetic leather and fabric two kinds of material, looks a bit "hard"
synthetic leather is undoubtedly the biped provides basketball must support, support good enough to make the wearer in rushed into
the opposition penalty area more leisurely. Because of this pair of shoes used to help design, this pair of Li Ning Wade team still help
Version (- Wade all team mid) protection is beyond doubt, the feet into shoes and tighten the laces, Li Ning Wade team still help
Version (- Wade all in team mid) firmly will double foot is fixed in the shoes, it always make double foot in regional security within, will
not let the accident, and when our ankles in a disguised form of action is not affected in any way, seem to this pair of shoes is a very
understanding your personal assistant, so that you will all focus on the anti. Help shoes protection, although the impeccable, but
presumably many basketball fans will of its air permeability has been questioned, and lateral upper and neat arrangement and
cooling of Kong ze that this pair of shoes also has a decent air permeability, foot and heel at different shapes of air hole design more
targeted, allowing the wearer to feet constantly to keep dry, to reach its best competitive state. finished uppers, soles come to talk
about basketball fans are most concerned about. Designers use the common Phylon midsole, the most familiar in the end will no
doubt we provide impressive comfort. In order to increase this pair of shoes of the slow shock designers also use the Bounse+
cushioning technology, Bounse+ is a high resilience and resistance to compression of the material, according to the authoritative
professional testing agencies, the vertical elasticity than the traditional bottom material can be increased by 27% can more effectively
help the movement movement to reduce the energy loss. It also allows the wearer can experience the pleasure and joy of basketball.
Outsole traditional rubber outsole we are familiar, at the bottom of the outer is "W" herringbone enough that we provide excellent grip
and friction. last again >
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